Why Attend the SAE 2011 World Congress

There are four major elements that form the foundation of the SAE World Congress and benefit the attendee:

- Technical Knowledge: learn from a large collection of expert engineers through a technical program that is relevant and stimulating—enhancing your skills and creativity
- Peer-to-Peer Networking: discuss challenges and ideas during designated networking opportunities as well as between sessions and leave with invaluable improvements and solutions
- Management Program: listen to industry leaders to learn about automotive technology trends and gain insight into the big picture
- Innovators Only Exhibition—discover new companies and innovative technologies from OEM, top-tier suppliers, and other industry-related companies worldwide

For more reasons to attend and to check out the additional activities at Congress, visit www.sae.org/congress
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- Engineers
- Engineering Management
- Industry Executives
- Academics
- Government/Military Officials
- Consultants
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